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Looking for more tips on your progression? 
Check freedomfoilboards.com for the latest tips and pointers from the pros.
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Wind range is highly subjective and based largely on rider weight, foil specifications 

and skill. The numbers on the wings represent the effective power progression of the 

wings closely related to actual area. Wings come in different sizes for different 

wind speeds and rider weights. If you intend to be able to wing in a wide variety of 

wind speeds, you will need more than one size of wing to safely do so.
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To inflate your wing using the  Max Flow Inflation System, gently twist open 

the top cap of the valve. If the red flap is locked in the open position, 

close it before inserting the pump nozzle. Do this by inserting one finger 

into the valve andpulling up on the yellow rectangular tab to release the red 

flap from the locked open position.

Push inside, using gentle pressure, the Freedom Foil Board dedicated wide 

nozzle included with the Freedom Foil Board pump. When the nozzle is secured 

inside, start pumping until you the recommended pressure indicated for your 

particular model of FFB Wing. ** Please note, DO NOT push the valve from the 

bottom, this could cause possible damage to your wing bladder. 

Once you have reached the recommended pressure range for you particular FFB 

wing slowly remove the pump nozzle, the inside red flap will seal the Max 

Flow valve, preventing the air from coming out. If for any reason there you 

hear any airflow noise, quickly push down the red flap, it will then properly 

re-seal the Max Flow valve. 

Make sure to securely tighten your Max Flow valve cap so that you engage the 

internal foam seal to provide a secondary air seal. This will help prevent 

any air leaking out of the Max Flow valve if the red flap becomes dislodged in 

any way. (e.g. from a hard crash, or tumble in a breaking wave) 
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To deflate your wing using the Max Flow Inflation System, gently twist 

open the top cap of the valve. At this point the air is still locked 

inside the LE. 

Press the red flap down into the valve using your finger to break the air 

seal. This will initiate the release of the air. 

Continue pressing the red flap until approximately 25-50% of the air 

is out of the wing. At this point press the red flap into a vertical 

position until you feel it “lock”. This will secure it OPEN inside 

the cage of the valve, and allow for easy air flow out of the valve to 

ensure the wing completely deflates. If the red flap unlocks and returns 

to the CLOSED position, thus blocking air evacuation, push the flap 

back down further to lock it in the OPEN position.

Once your wing is rolled and ready to back into the bag, we 

suggest you loosely close the valve CAP to prevent any sand or 

undesirable objects to enter your bladder.
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If the event of a slow leak or puncture in your leading edge (LE) 

bladder, you will have to remove the Max Flow valve from the LE of the 

wing. First remove the cap from the valve.

Next unscrew the threaded on security ring of the Max Flow valve. Removal 

of the threaded security ring will allow you to free your valve from the 

kite LE.  Then simply push the valve into the LE for bladder removal.

Once you fix your bladder and place it back into the LE, simply re-

verse this process of the removal for replacement. Simple and easy! 
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To qualify for warranty replacement or repair, please 

register your product within 90 days of purchase us-

ing the form below. This warranty covers new product 

purchased from an authorized freedom foil boards 

retailer, distributor or freedom foil boards customer 

service direct.  freedom foil boards  is proud to of-

fer one of the best and most clear warranty programs 

in foiling. This warranty covers new product purchase 

from a freedom foil boards  authorized hydrofoil 

retailer, distributor or Freedom Foil Boards customer 

service.

Freedom Foil Boards warrants this product to be free 

from major defects in material or workmanship to the 

original purchaser for a period of one (1) year from 

the date of purchase. This warranty is subject to the 

following limitations: The warranty is valid only 

when this product is used for normal recreational 

activities, and does not cover products used in 

rental or teaching operations. freedom foil boards 

will make the final warranty determination, which may 

require inspection and/or photos of the equipment, 

which clearly show the defect(s). If necessary, this 

information must be sent to the freedom foil boards 

distributor in your country, postage prepaid. Product 

can be returned only if a return authorization number 

(WARRANTY) is given in advance by the Freedom Foil 

Boards distributor. The WARRANTY number must be 

clearly labeled on the outside of the package, or 

it will be refused. If a product is deemed to be 

defective by freedom foil boards, the warranty covers 

the repair or replacement of the defective product 

only. freedom foil boards will not be responsible for 

any costs, losses, or damages incurred as a result 

of loss of use of this product. This warranty does 

not cover damage caused by misuse, abuse, neglect or 

normal wear and tear including, but not limited to, 

damage caused by improper handling and storage, dam-

age caused by use in waves or shore break, and damage 

caused by crashing the hydrofoil at high speed or 

damage caused by anything other than defects in ma-

terial and workmanship. This warranty is void if any 

unauthorized repair, change or modification has been 

made to any part of the equipment. The warranty for 

any repaired or replacement equipment is good from 

the date of the original purchase only. The original 

purchase receipt must accompany all warranty claims. 

The name of the retailer and date of purchase must 

be clear and legible. There are no warranties, which 

extend beyond the warranty specified herein.

Sun – Ultraviolet radiation is the enemy of all fabrics. Your wing will last a long time in 

even the most extreme sun, but care should be given not to subject the wing to unnecessary 

exposure. For instance; If you have more than one wing rigged on the beach, put the one you are 

not using in the shade.

Heat- Bladder pressure increases when the air inside gets hot. Be careful of wings left on dark 

surfaces(black sand, asphalt) as the pressure in the bladders may cause damage to the wing. 

Don’t leave strut fully inflated inside a hot car.

Sand- Try to keep sand from sitting in the crease between the inflated frame and the canopy. 

Sand left here will act as a constant source of abrasion.

Debris- Rocks, coral, sticks, and other beach debris are potential puncture hazards for any 

wing.

Bladders- Keep sand and water out of the internal bladders. If deflating the wing on the water, 

close the valve afterward.

Storing- Only pack your wing away after it is completely dry. The combination of a wing stored 

while still wet, and or heat can cause colors to transfer.

Pump- Apply even pressure on both sides of the pump handle while pumping wing, to decrease the 

possibility of handle failure.

Shore Break- Be aware of the stress on a wing from waves and shore break. Even small shore 

break can be brutal on a wing. Not only does the shore break carry sand into every crevice on 

the wing, but moving water can rid the wing skin.

Miscellaneous- Always be aware of potential hazards to your wing: Impact zones, shore breaks, 

power lines, bushes and trees are even the most durable wing’s worst nightmare.
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READ THE FOLLOWING POINTS BEFORE ASSEMBLING AND USING YOUR WING
Use of this product and participation in hydrofoiling involves INHERENT RISKS of SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH.  User 

ASSUMES ALL RISK of injury or death. 

Warning
• Wing flying can be dangerous.

• Always use extreme caution when using this product.

• Misuse of this product can cause serious injury or death.

• Only use this product if you are in good physical health.

• Never act in a carless manner when using this product (such as jumping in the air, or tying yourself down).

• You are responsible for your own safety, and the safety of others around you when using this product.

Important Safety Rules
• This product is not a personal flotation device. Always wear a Coast Guard approved personal flotation device 

when using this product near the water.

• Never use this product without a leash system. A loose wing is extremely dangerousto everyone down wind.

• Always wear a helmet, gloves, shoes and protective eyewear when using this product.

• Before using this product take lessons from a reputable school. Do not attempt to fly a wing without being 

trained by an instructor.

• Always secure wing to ground using leash, sand or sandbags when not in use.

Choose Safe Weather Conditions
• Never learn to use this product in high to extreme wind.

• Never use this product in thunderstorm and lightning conditions.

• Only use this product when you can remain in a standing position.

• Never use this product in wind conditions that are above your ability level.

• Never use this product near or on the water in offshore wind conditions unless you are an expert swimmer.

Choose a Safe Location
Always observe local rules and regulations when using this product.

• Never use this product near power lines, telephone poles, trees, bushes, roads, automobiles or airports.

• Only use this product when you have 100 meters of clear space downwind, and on both sides.

• Do not fly your wing near other people or pets. Spectators should remain upwind of you when using this 

product.

• Never use this product on crowded beaches or fields.

• Never use this product near the water unless you know how to swim and are in good health.

SAFETY SAFETY WARN INGWARN ING

Acknowledgement and Assumption of Risk Agreement 
By assembling and/or using this Freedom  hydrofoil product, you are agreeing to: 

1) Read and understand the terms set forth in this document.

2) Require anyone using this product to familiarize themselves with such terms. 

Assumption of Risk
Use of this Freedom hydrofoil and any of its components involves certain inherent risks, dangers and hazards, 

which can result in serious personal injury and death. Inusing this hydrofoil product you freely agree to 

assume, acknowledge and accept any and all known and unknown risks of injury while using this equipment. The 

risks inherent in the sport can be greatly reduced by abiding by the Warnings and Guidelines listed in this 

User’s Manual and by using common sense. 

Arbitration
In further consideration of the sale to you of this Freedom Wind Wing and any of its components, you hereby 

agree to submit to binding arbitration any and all claims, which you believe you may have against Freedom 

Foilboards, Motion Sports, LLC, or any of its agents, arising from the use of any of the Freedom hydrofoil 

equipment. The arbitration shall be pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration Association. Arbitration 

shall be commenced within one (1) year from the date on which any alleged claim first arose. Further, the arbi-

tration shall be held in San Diego, California unless otherwise mutually agreed to by all parties. The arbitra-

tion award through the American Arbitration Association may be enforced by any court of competent jurisdiction.  
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